DeSalvo Hunted; Two Other Escapes Caught

‘Strangler’ Tracked To Baltimore

BOSTON, Mass. (AP)—Two men who fled Bridgewater State Mental Hospital on Boston Street during last Friday night. The brazen escape marked a "dangerous" break in Boston. M.H. Clinton police were in hot pursuit of the two fugitives. The men were identified as Charles L. DeSalvo, 25, and George Monahan, 35, both returnees to jail. A Bridgewater psychiatrist said their bond terminated but he could give no more details.

The case was moved from the hospital to a federal detention center in Cambridge, Mass. Monahan, who has a history of violence, has been charged with murder. DeSalvo, who has a history of assault, was charged with assault and battery. The charges are expected to be reviewed by a grand jury. DeSalvo's trial is scheduled for October.

Map Notes War Fronts

If you need a refresher on the status of the war in Vietnam, this week's update shows how the war is being fought and how the situation is developing. The updates are available in PDF format.

B52s Pound Cong

U.S. Guns Shell North Vietnam

SAMCO AVIATION—American territory from South Vietnam to the North for the first time the U.S. Air Force has used the B-52 Stratofortress. The planes have been dropped on North Vietnam, in an area where Chinese and North Vietnamese forces are concentrated.

Libel Trial Nears Jury

A district court jury of seven men and five women will determine whether Libel Trial Nears Jury is libelous. The case has been pending against J. Edgar Hoover, director of the FBI, and columnist Ellis W. Nordyke, both of whom have written about the case.

The trial is scheduled to begin on March 15th. The judge has ruled that the case can be heard in public.

Wounded ‘Rebel’

PFC Albert, the ‘Rebel’ in the Cong, was wounded in the stomach on Monday. He was flown to a hospital in Bangkok, but his condition is unknown.

Playboy ‘Upset’ At Trial Threat

A statement from Playboy magazine officials said the publication is upset about efforts to suppress material. Oklahoma City is planning to move the trial to a different location.

Mild GOP Convention Expected

Stewart ‘In’ Despite Foe

Some LDK Republicans from across the state meet at the state Capitol in Oklahoma City to discuss the upcoming convention. The convention is expected to be mild, with little drama expected.
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of Women Spring Shoes

A Real Lift

This device will certainly bring lift to the feet of a woman, strong enough to support her and keep her tone. The device is light and easy to use. It is designed to be used with any type of shoe. The lift is adjustable to accommodate different shoe sizes and foot shapes. The device is comfortable and durable, made of high-quality materials. It is easy to clean and maintain. It is a valuable addition to any woman’s wardrobe, providing support and comfort while allowing for increased confidence and mobility. It is available in various colors and styles to match any outfit.
Pledge Ceremony Set By OU Sorority

Six Couples Repeat Nuptials In Church Ceremonies

Harkness Ballet Event Is Scheduled Sunday

Patricia Riley, Frank Dixon Jr. Repeat Nuptials

Color Is 'In' For Men

SWITCH TO AN
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
AND RECEIVE

$50

THIS INSTALLATION ALLOWANCE IS FOR O.D.B.E. CUSTOMERS WHO SWITCH TO AN ELECTRIC, 40-GALLON, QUICK RECOVERY WATER HEATER DURING MARCH AND APRIL, 1967.

OKLAHOMA DIS ELECTRIC COMPANY

T.G.E.Y. TRUCKLOAD SALE!

PEAT MOSS

100 lb. Bag

$1.47

For Sale by T.G.E.Y. Distributors and Dealers Only

Due to high demand, please call for available stock.
Evans has covered 12 new expanded departments to now bring you the largest furniture showroom in America. Over 2 city blocks of furniture on display.

The largest selection of furniture, appliances, carpet and bedding in the United States. Color, style, quantity and quality like you have never seen before.

All of our major manufacturers have joined us in the gala expansion celebration to bring you furniture and appliance values like you have never seen before.
In Speck Case
Court Review Of Bans Set
FURTHO, 1970—The Illinois Supreme Court agreed Friday to review an appeal of a lower court order that upheld city of Ionia's ban on the sale of some watch brands. The court will consider whether the ban is constitutional and whether it discriminates against certain groups of people.

Fidel Could Learn From This 'Rebel'
Lugo, 1970—A new movement is sweeping through Cuba. It is known as 'El Cubano Rebelde.' It has been gaining strength in recent years, and many people believe that it could play a significant role in future Cuban politics. This movement is based on the idea that Cuba needs to make changes if it wants to improve its economy and quality of life.

In Lakewood
Preliminary Hearing Monday For Fesmire
A preliminary hearing is scheduled for Monday, March 2, at 10 a.m., for L. Fesmire, who has been charged with murder. The hearing will be held at the Lakewood Courthouse and will be open to the public. Fesmire is accused of killing his wife, who was found dead in their home. The investigation is ongoing, and more details about the case will be revealed in court.

EVANS 3300 N. MAY
Northwest
FLOOR SAMPLE SALE
1-Only Spanish Style Color TV with Recliner and Screen was $150.00, NOW $140.00 1-Only Italian Provincial Dining Room suite, oval table, 4 & 4 Side Chairs and 2 Arm Chairs. Large 62" China Cabinet in warm Cherry wood finish, WAS $779.00 NOW $399.00
1-Only 12 cu. ft. Upright Frost proof Freezer FROSTER R $189.00 1-Only Traditional quilted sofa-loose Pillow seat BACK rep. $139.00

All items in this ad are floor models
OPEN TONITE 'TIL 9 EVANS NORTHWEST
Lou Rawls Swinging Now

From Chittlings To Gravy

By: CLOE RICHARD

Lou was born in Oklahoma City August 1, 1935. He went on to sing with various major artists and became a star in his own right. His career has been marked by a blend of soul, jazz, and R&B influences, and he has recorded numerous hits over the years. He is known for his rich, soulful voice and has been a fixture on the music scene for many decades. 

ARG To Unveil Six Candidates

A lively debate raged at the Oklahoma City Board of Education meeting last night where six candidates for the position of superintendent of schools were presented. The candidates were introduced, and their qualifications were discussed. The meeting was packed with parents, faculty, and community members who came to show their support for the candidates. The Board is expected to make a decision soon.

Tulsa Symphony To Appear In City

Tulsa Symphony will be appearing in the city this weekend. The orchestra will be performing a variety of classical music pieces, including Beethoven's Symphony No. 5. This will be a great opportunity for music lovers to enjoy some high-quality performances. The Symphony is known for its talent and dedication to music. 

Bids Taken On State's Road Jobs

The state is taking bids on road jobs across the state. The projects include road widenings, bridge repairs, and other improvements. These projects are expected to create jobs and improve infrastructure. The state is looking for contractors who can complete the work in a timely and cost-effective manner.

26 Enter Bloch Award Auditions

The Fred C. Bloch Foundation is sponsoring a competition for young artists. Twenty-six artists have entered the competition, and their work will be judged by a panel of experts. The winners will receive cash prizes and the opportunity to exhibit their work. This is a great opportunity for young artists to showcase their talent.

Bulldozers Loom Over Opera House

Bulldozers have been seen around the opera house, indicating that construction work is in progress. The opera house is undergoing a major renovation, and the bulldozers are a sign of the progress being made. The opera house is known for its beautiful architecture and is a popular venue for musical performances.

'God Dead?' Discussion Slated Tuesday At OU

A discussion titled "God Dead?" will be held at the University of Oklahoma on Tuesday. The event will feature a panel of experts discussing the topic and answering questions from the audience. This is a great opportunity for students and faculty to learn about this important issue.

Estate Becomes Museum

An estate has been transformed into a museum. The museum is dedicated to showcasing the history and culture of the area. It is open to the public and offers a glimpse into the past.

'Sound Of Music' Jingling Loudly

The Denver Playhouse is presenting "The Sound of Music". The musical is based on the novel by Maria von Trapp and has been adapted into a popular stage musical. The Denver Playhouse is known for its high-quality productions. 

Tulsa Symphony Orchestra

The Tulsa Symphony Orchestra will be performing in the city. The orchestra is known for its talent and dedication to music. The performance will be a great opportunity for music lovers to enjoy some high-quality performances.

Flying On The Roof?

JFK's assassination is etched in the memory of the nation. Questions arise about the conspiracy theories surrounding his death. Thejal and J.D. Salinger's book "Catcher in the Rye" is a popular read. The book has been adapted into a hit movie. 

Passenger Dies, Leaving From Four

A passenger died while traveling on a train. The train was leaving from four and the passenger was identified as a 65-year-old man. The cause of death is unknown at this time. The train company is investigating the incident.
CHOICE OF THIS FRENCH PROVINCIAL SOFA AND LOVE SEAT OR SOFA AND 2 CHAIRS AT EVANS TODAY!

To help make the office of our huge expansion event the best ever, Montclair has given us a special offer on our French provincial group. Result is that you can buy a French provincial sofa and receive either 2 matching chairs or a matching love seat for less than you would expect to pay for just the sofa alone. We are sure that you will find in one of the most outstanding deals you will ever find, but hurry as supply is limited to this special purchase and the offer must be withdrawn when present stock is gone.

DOZENS OF EXCITING FEATURES THAT MAKE EITHER OFFER WORTH OVER $350. Primed for legs and arms, too, on arm almost exactly in shape of arm and has a fine mixture thrown for high comfort cushions that are foam filled, all sprung seat designs, and backs. Envelope seats and backs of the rear added, and all hardwood frames with double dovetail construction. You just can't equal these features for under $300.

YOUR CHOICE

SOFA AND LOVE SEAT or SOFA AND 2 CHAIRS...

$189.99

SOFAS WITH BOTH CHAIRS...

SAVE OVER $100 ON YOUR

SOFA WITH BOTH CHAIRS...

$189.99

LIMITED OFFER PERMITS YOU TO BUY THESE...

$199.95 to $199.95 CLASSIC TRADITIONAL TABLES AT SENSATIONAL SAVINGS.

We were able to secure in a very limited number of these fine prestige tables for this event. These are tables made with heavy hickory solids, oak veneer finishes, and classic styling of refined design.

Pickup...

$69.99

Make your selection early as this type will sell out by regular orders and our special offer.

FREE DELIVERY...

$69.99
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Israel Trips Boosted

Duke Ellington and Lent

Israel Trips Boosted

Dr. Robert L. Lindsey

The Meaning of Lent

Local Church News

Council Of Churches Assembly Set March 12-13

Closing Prices—New York Stock Exchange

---

L.H. Connor
Salvation Healing Revival Crusade

J. Ronald Bracey

The Living Witness

Christian Science

---

Better And Eggs

Insurance, Bank and Trust

---

New York Stock Exchange
THE FORD RANCH 10 A MINUTE SALE WAS THE TALK OF OKLA. IT DOESN'T COMPARE WITH THIS SALE STARTING 11 AM THRU 6 PM

ONE DAY - SATURDAY
FROM OPENING TO CLOSING

EVEN NEW FORD
104 LISTED ON THE GIANT BOARD
REDUCED $100.00 PER HOUR

Ramsey's
Come Home With Us As Your Watch Prices Drop On The New Ford Of Your Choice. No Purchase Necessary.

DUB RICHARDSON FORD RANCH
36th to 39th On N. MAY — Ph W1-6-3381

IT'S MUSTANG MONEY MONTH AT FRED JONES FORD
NOW! TODAY ONLY!!
BUY A BRAND NEW '67 FORD

MUSTANG 2-DOOR HARDTOP
MUSTANG 2-DOOR HARDTOP
COUNTRY SEDAN 4 DOOR WAGON
COUNTRY SEDAN 4 DOOR

GALAXIE 500 2-DOOR HARDTOP
GALAXIE 500 4-DOOR
FAIRLANE 500 4-DOOR
CONVERTIBLE

NEW '67 MUSTANG 2-DOOR HARDTOP
ONLY 15% PER WEEK-10% DOWN CASH OR TRADE

S. HARVEY & THE CROSSTOWN EXPRESSWAY
OPEN EVENINGS - FREE PARKING

Arthur Harris Ford
3425 N. MAY AVE
PHONE W1-6-1411

EARN MONEY & CONFIRMING OUR RACY CARS

1967 FORD CUSTOM 300
$6782
NO MOUTH-BEARING WARRAN T

AS RUBBER CAR

150 NEW FORDS ON HAND

WINDSORWOOD
MODERN COLONIAL SPANISH
Apartment and Town Houses...

2520 N. STARLING — OFFICE W1-3-2333

100 AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
100 AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
100 AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
100 AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
100 AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
EVANS Home Furnishings
800 SO WESTERN

SHOWROOM EXPANSION EVENT

EVANS OPEN SOUTHWESTS LARGEST CARPET CENTER

FABSOUND SHADES OF THE QUALITY NAME BRAND CARPET OFFERED IN LARGE SIZES AND SMALL ROLLS AT A FRACTION OF THEIR ORIGINAL PRICE

BARWICK
BIGELOW
GULISTAN

50% OFF

ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN IN NEW CATEGORIES AND ALIEKTED STORAGE RACKS

Wool-Acrylic 50%* NYLON 50%\nYOU WILL FIND FABULOUS VALUES

BRING YOUR MEASUREMENTS ALL ROLLS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

NOTE: All carpet yarns are 100% Nylon, Wool, Acrylic, or Herculon. ALL CARPET RUNS ARE DOUBLE JUTE BACK.

OPEN 9 til 9

IT'S SPANISH, IT'S OAK, IT'S UNUSUAL, IT'S HUGE, IT'S BEAUTIFUL, IT'S A FANTASTIC BUY.

FREE BONUS!

Includes all this:
- Top o' The Morning
too stylish to remain
- The Oklahoma Journal
- Fun Guide

The Oklahoma Journal Saturday Feb. 25, 1967

152,000 GUARANTEED CIRCULATION
PHIPPS 20TH ANNIVERSARY SALE!
WE ARE CELEBRATING OUR 20th YEAR IN BUSINESS WITH SOME OF THE BEST APPLIANCE VALUES WE'VE EVER OFFERED! SHOP ALL 4 STORES NOW!

Westinghouse "STACKED" Microwave Oven/Laundry Combo
ONLY $388.00

Westinghouse Automatic Range
ONLY $199.00

SPECIAL FACTORY PURCHASE!
HEAVY DUTY 13 POUND CAPACITY WASHER

WE HAVE 30 PLUS SENSATIONAL REPAIRMEN AND SERVICEMEN, ALL COLORS THAT HAVE BEEN DRAMATICALLY REDUCED FOR OUR MID-SEASON CLEARANCE!

NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD • SOUTHWEST CENTER • NORTHWEST CENTER • MIDWEST CITY CENTER • NORTHWEST CENTER

PHIPPS
APPLIANCE CENTERS
SALE PRICED $108.00

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO YOU TODAY?

PHIPPS CARNIVAL
FREE GAMES AND PRIZES FOR ALL!
Need A Home? Car? Check The Journal's Want Ad's

BRINGING UP FATHER